Interviews

1. Davis, Robert Lee, Jr.—student at State during Orangeburg Massacre; discusses experience of being wounded, watching Samuel Hammond die, and Cleveland Sellers’ role.

2. Hasan, Jamal/James Huggins—discusses involvement with the NAACP and the BACC.

3. Hildebrand, Charles—sophomore at State during Massacre; discusses experience of being wounded.

4. Jones-Wilson, Arleathia—student at State during Massacre; discusses reaction to the shooting and helping transport the wounded to the hospital.

5. Kennerly, Thomas—senior at State during the Massacre; discusses the experience of being wounded.

6. Livingston, Dean B.—publisher of the *Times and Democrat* during the Massacre; discusses media coverage of the event, taking photographs during the shooting, and the roles of Cleveland Sellers and M. Maceo Nance, Jr.

7. McNair, Robert E.—Governor of South Carolina during the Massacre; discusses events leading up to the Massacre, Benner C. Turner, and Cleveland Sellers’ role.

8. Riley, Harold—sophomore at State during the Massacre; discusses the experience of being wounded and the impact of the memorial service.

9. Sellers, Cleveland—involved in SNCC and BACC during the Massacre; discusses his role in the events and the experiences of being wounded and imprisoned.

10. Shuler, Ernest—junior at Wilkinson High School during the Massacre and cousin of Delano Middleton; discusses the experience of being wounded.

11. Simmons, Jordan—senior at State during the Massacre; discuss “the cause,” segregation in the Orangeburg community, and the experience of being wounded.

12. Stroman, John—student at State during the Massacre; discusses “the cause,” events at the bowling alley leading up to the Massacre, and going to jail.
13. Thomas, Rev. Frankie—freshman at Claflin during the Massacre; discusses the lack of community support for the students and the emotional and physical trauma of being wounded.

14. Watson, Rubin—chair of the Social Science Department at State during the Massacre; was advisor to BACC; discusses meeting with Gov. McNair.

15. Williams, Ike—student at State during the Massacre; discusses the link between “the cause” and the Orangeburg Massacre and the role of Cleveland Sellers.
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